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Many wave propagation phenomena in classical physics are governed by equa-
tions that can be recast in Schrödinger form. In this approach the classical wave
equation (e.g., Maxwell’s equations, acoustic equation, elastic equation) is rewritten
in Schrödinger form, leading to the study of the spectral theory of its classical wave
operator, a self-adjoint, partial differential operator on a Hilbert space of vector-
valued, square integrable functions. Physically interesting inhomogeneous media
give rise to nonsmooth coefficients. We construct a generalized eigenfunction
expansion for classical wave operators with nonsmooth coefficients. Our construc-
tion yields polynomially bounded generalized eigenfunctions, the set of generalized
eigenvalues forming a subset of the operator’s spectrum with full spectral measure.
© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
A self-adjoint operator in a finite dimensional Hilbert spaces can always
be diagonalized in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (i.e., it has a
complete set of eigenvectors). In infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces only
self-adjoint operators with pure point spectrum (e.g., compact operators)
have this property, but this has not stopped physicists from writing gener-
alized eigenfunction expansions for arbitrary self-adjoint operators (e.g.,
[6, 20]).
Generalized eigenfunction expansions have been developed and applied
to elliptic partial differential operators with smooth coefficients by Gel’fand
and Kostyucenko [11], Berezanskii [1], Browder [4], Kac [13], and
others; we refer to Berezanskii’s book [2] (see also [3]). These expansions
were extended to Schrödinger operators with singular potentials (Simon
[22] and references therein; see also [17, 18]).
These expansions construct polynomially bounded generalized eigen-
functions for a set of generalized eigenvalues with full spectral measure.
These generalized eigenfunctions were first exploited by Pastur [16],
followed by Martinelli and Scoppola [15], to prove that certain Schrödin-
ger operators with random potentials have no absolutely continuous spec-
trum. They played a crucial role in the work by Fröhlich, Martinelli,
Spencer and Scoppola [10] and by von Dreifus and Klein [7] on Ander-
son localization (pure point spectrum) of random Schrödinger operators;
the exponential decay of finite volume Green’s functions (obtained by a
multiscale analysis) forces polynomially bounded generalized eigenfunc-
tions to be bona fide eigenfunctions.
Many wave propagation phenomena in classical physics are governed by
equations that can be recast in Schrödinger form [9, 14, 23]. These
Schrödinger-like equations lead to the study of classical wave operators (as
in [14]), a class of self-adjoint, partial differential operators on Hilbert
spaces of vector-valued, square integrable functions on Rd. In this
approach the classical wave equation (e.g., Maxwell’s equations, acoustic
equation, elastic equation) is rewritten in Schrödinger form, leading to the
study of the spectral theory of its classical wave operator. The method is
particularly suitable for the study of phenomena normally associated with
quantum mechanical electron waves, especially Anderson localization in
random media [8, 9, 14].
In this article we study generalized eigenfunctions of classical wave
operators with nonsmooth coefficients. Physically interesting inhomoge-
neous media give rise to nonsmooth coefficients in the classical wave equa-
tions, and hence in their classical wave operators. (E.g., a medium
composed of two different homogeneous materials will be represented by
piecewise constant coefficients.) We must also take into account that many
classical wave operators are not elliptic operators (e.g., the Maxwell opera-
tor—see [9, 14]). We construct a generalized eigenfunction expansion for
classical wave operators which yields polynomially bounded generalized
eigenfunctions, the set of generalized eigenvalues forming a subset of the
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operator’s spectrum with full spectral measure. These generalized eigen-
functions are used in the proofs of Anderson localization of classical waves
in random media [8, 9, 14]. The generalized eigenfunction expansion itself
plays a key role in recent work by Germinet and Klein [12], who show
that strong dynamical localization follows from a multiscale analysis, both
for classical waves in random media and random Schrödinger operators.
This article is organized as follows: Classical wave operators are intro-
duced in Section 1. A trace estimate for partially elliptic classical wave
operators, crucial for the construction of generalized eigenfunction expan-
sions, is given in Theorem 1.1, and proven in Section 7. We define general-
ized eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of classical wave operators in Section
2; our main result on the generalized point spectrum of a classical wave
operator is Theorem 2.1, with Corollary 2.2 being the result used in the
proofs of Anderson localization for classical waves in random media. In
Section 3 we rewrite the standard results on generalized eigenfunction
expansions (as in Berezanskii [2]) in the framework of this article, making
additions and modifications needed for classical wave operators; see
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. In Section 4 we introduce some mathematical
machinery: we construct a chain of functional spaces and ‘‘extensions’’ and
‘‘restrictions’’ of classical wave operators. The key technical result is a
generalization of interior estimates (Theorem 4.1). The main results about
‘‘extensions’’ and ‘‘restrictions’’ of second order classical wave operators
are summarized in Theorem 4.2. We also prove that second order classical
wave operators have an operator core consisting of functions with compact
support (Corollary 4.1). In Section 5, the results of Sections 3 and 4 are
combined to construct a generalized eigenfunction expansion for partially
elliptic classical wave operators (Theorem 5.1), and prove Theorem 2.1.
Section 6 analyzes the case when a second order classical wave operator is
partially elliptic, but the corresponding first order classical wave operator is
not. We show that we still have a generalized eigenfunction expansion for
the corresponding classical waves; the main result is Theorem 6.1. Section 7
contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. A proof that 0 is at the bottom of the
spectrum of proper classical wave operators is given in Appendix A.
Appendix B contains a review of densely defined operators in locally
convex spaces, which are used in Section 4. In Appendix C we summarize
some results of the theory of Bochner integrals and vector valued Borel
measures, including the Radon–Nikodym Theorem and Lebesgue’s Dif-
ferentiation Theorem.
1. CLASSICAL WAVE OPERATORS
Given an operator T on a Hilbert spaceH, we denote its kernel by ker T
and its range by ran T; note ker TgT=ker T. If T is self-adjoint, it leaves
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invariant the orthogonal complement of its kernel; the restriction of T to
(ker T) + will be denoted by T+ . Note that T+ is a self-adjoint operator on
the Hilbert space (ker T) +=P +T H, where P
+
T denotes the orthogonal
projecction onto (ker T) + .
Let us set
H (n)=L2(Rd, dx; Cn). (1)
Definition 1.1. A constant coefficient, first order, partial differential
operator D from H(n) to H (m) (CPDO(1)n, m) is of the form D=D(−iN),
where
D(k)=[D(k)r, s]
s=1, ..., n
r=1, ..., m , with D(k)r, s=ar, s · k, ar, s ¥ C
d. (2)
Defined on
D(D)={k ¥H (n) : Dk ¥H (m) in distributional sense }, (3)
a CPDO(1)n, m D is a closed, densely defined operator, and C
.
0 (R
d; Cn) (the
space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support) is an
operator core for D. We will denote by Dg the CPDO(1)m, n given by the
formal adjoint of the matrix in (2).
For later use, we set D+ to be the norm of the matrix [|ar, s |]
s=1, ..., n
r=1, ..., m , so
||D(k)|| [ D+|k| .
Definition 1.2. A CPDO(1)n, m D is said to be partially elliptic if there
exists a CPDO(1)n, q D
+ (for some q), satisfying the following two properties:
D +Dg=0, (4)
DgD+(D + )gD + \ U[(−D) é In], (5)
U being a positive constant . (D=N ·N is the Laplacian on L2(Rd, dx); In
denotes the n×n identity matrix.)
If D is partially elliptic, we have
H(n)=ker D + À ker D, (6)
and
DgD+(D + )gD +=(DgD) + À ((D + )gD + ) + . (7)
Note that D is elliptic if and only it is partially elliptic with D +=0.
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Remark 1.1. A CPDO(1)n, m D may be partially elliptic with D
g not being
partially elliptic; e.g., the two dimensional CPDO(1)2, 3 given by
D=| i ““x1 00 i ““x2
i
“
“x2
i
“
“x1
} . (8)
Definition 1.3. A coefficient operator S on H (n) (COn) is a bounded,
invertible operator given by multiplication by an n×n matrix -valued mea-
surable function S(x), with
0 < S−In [ S(x) [ S+In, (9)
for some positive, finite constants S± .
Definition 1.4. A multiplicative coefficient, first order, partial differ-
ential operator fromH (n) toH (m) (MPDO(1)n, m) is of the form
A=RDS on D(A)=S−1D(D), (10)
where D is a CPDO(1)n, m , S is a COn and R is a COm.
An MPDO(1)n, m A is a closed, densely defined operator with A
g=SDgR
anMPDO(1)m, n. Note that S
−1C.0 (R
d; Cn) is an operator core for A.
Definition 1.5. A first order classical operator on H (n) (CWO(1)n ) is a
MPDO(1)n, n of the form SDS, with D a self-adjoint CPDO
(1)
n, n and S a COn. If
D is partially elliptic, the CWO(1)n will also be said to be partially elliptic.
To everyMPDO(1)n, m A we associate the CWO
(1)
n+m WA given by:
WA=r 0 Ag
A 0
s on H(n+m) 5H(n) ÀH (m). (11)
To see that WA is indeed a CWO
(1)
n+m, we write WA=KWDK, where
K=S À R is a COn+m andWD is a self-adjoint CPDO(1)n+m, n+m . Note that
(WA)2=rAgA 0
0 AAg
s . (12)
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Remark 1.2. WA is partially elliptic if, and only if, both A and Ag are
partially elliptic; i.e., WD is partially elliptic if, and only if, both D and Dg
are partially elliptic. To see this, first note that if D and Dg are partially
elliptic, it is immediate thatWD is partially elliptic with
(WD) +=r 0 (Dg) +
D + 0
s . (13)
To prove the converse, supposeWD is partially elliptic satisfying (4) and (5)
for a CPDO(1)m+m, q(WD)
+ . Let us write (WD) +=[D1D2], where D1 is a
CPDO(1)n, q and D2 a CPDO
(1)
m, q. It follows that D and D
g satisfy (4) and (5)
with D +=D1 and (Dg) +=D2.
The Schrödinger-like equations for classical waves are of the form [9, 14,
23]:
−i
“
“t Yt=(WA) + Yt, Yt ¥ (kerWA)
+=(ker A) + À (ker Ag) + , (14)
withWA a CWO
(1)
n+m as in (11). Examples include Maxwell’s equations and
the equations of acoustics and elasticity.
If Yt=(kt, ft) ¥H(n) ÀH (m) is a solution of (14), it follows from (12)
that its components satisfy the second order wave equations
“2
“t2 kt=−(A
gA) + kt, with kt ¥ (ker A) + , (15)
“2
“t2 ft=−(AA
g) + ft, with ft ¥ (ker Ag) + . (16)
It turns out that the operators (AgA) + and (AAg) + are unitarily equiv-
alent. The operator U defined by
Uk=A(AgA)−
1
2+ k for k ¥ ran(AgA)
1
2
+ , (17)
extends to a unitary operator from (ker A) + to (ker Ag) + , and
(AAg) +=U(AgA) +Ug. (18)
In addition, if
U=
1
`2
rIA IA
U −U
s , with IA the identity on (ker A) + , (19)
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U is a unitary operator from (ker A) + À (ker A) + to (ker A) + À (ker Ag) + ,
and we have the unitary equivalence:
Ug(WA) + U=(AgA)
1
2
+ À 5−(AgA) 12+ 6 . (20)
Thus the operator (AgA) + contains full information about the spectral
theory of the operator (WA) + (e.g., [9, 14]). In particular
s((WA) + )=s 1 (AgA) 12+ 2 2 1 −s 1 (AgA) 12+ 22 . (21)
Definition 1.6. A second order classical wave operator on H(n)
(CWO(2)n ) is of the form A
gA, with A anMPDO(1)n, m for some m. If D in (10)
is partially elliptic, the CWO(2)n will also be called partially elliptic.
Remark 1.3. If A is an MPDO(1)n, m , both A
gA and AAg are second
order classical wave operators. But AgA may be partially elliptic with AAg
not partially elliptic, since a CPDO(1)n, m D may be partially elliptic with D
g
not being partially elliptic. (See Remark 1.1.)
Remark 1.4. If W is a CWO(1)n , then W
2 is a CWO(2)n . If W is partially
elliptic so isW2.
Definition 1.7. A classical wave operator (CWO) is either a CWO(1)n
or a CWO(2)n . If the operatorW is a CWO, we callW+ a proper CWO.
Remark 1.5. A proper CWO W has a trivial kernel by construction, so
0 is not an eigenvalue. However, using a dilation argument, one can show
that 0 is in the spectrum of W+ (Theorem 0.1), so W+ and W have the
same spectrum.
Partially elliptic CWOs satisfy a trace estimate crucial for the construc-
tion of generalized eigenfunction expansions. In view of Remark 1.4 it suf-
fices to consider second order classical wave operators.
Theorem 1.1. Let W be a partially elliptic CWO(2)n , and let P
+
W denote
the orthogonal projection onto (kerW) + . Then
tr(VgP +W (W+I)
−2rV) [ Cd, n, S± , R± , D+, D ++ , U ||V||
2
., 2 <., (22)
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for r \ n, where n is the smallest integer satisfying n > d4 . V is the bounded
operator on H (n) given by multiplication by an n×n matrix-valued measur-
able function V(x), with
||V||2., 2= C
y ¥ Zd
||qy, 1(x) Vg(x) V(x) ||. <.. (23)
(qy, L denotes the characteristic function of a cube of side length L centered at
y.) The constant Cd, n, S± , R± , D+, D ++ , U depends only on the fixed parameters
d, n, S± , R± , D+, D
+
+ , U.
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 7. It generalizes [9, Theorem 18].
2. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTIONS AND EIGENVALUES
We now define generalized eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of classical
wave operators.
A vector valued measurable function k is said to be polynomially
L2-bounded, if
||(1+|x|2)−pk||2 <. for some p > 0. (24)
Definition 2.1. A non-zero, Cn-valued polynomially L2-bounded
function k is said to be a generalized eigenfunction of a CWO(1)n W=SDS,
with generalized eigenvalue l ¥ C, if
OSDSf, kP=lOf, kP for all f ¥ S−1C.0 (Rd; Cn) . (25)
Definition 2.2. A non-zero, Cn-valued polynomially L2-bounded
function k is said to be a generalized eigenfunction of the CWO(2)n
W=AgA, A=RDS, with generalized eigenvalue l ¥ C, if
DSk is a polynomially L2-bounded function , (26)
in the sense of distributions, and
ODSf, R2DSkP=lOf, kP for all f ¥ S−1C.0 (Rd; Cn) . (27)
Property (26) is a regularity property needed for the formulation of the
eigenvalue equation (27). It is explicitly used in [8, 9, 14].
Definition 2.2 may be recast in an analogous form to Definition 2.1,
once we have an appropriate operator core for AgA, as provided by
Corollary 4.1. (See Proposition 5.1.)
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Any eigenfunction of a CWO is easily seen to be also a generalized
eigenfunction.
A MPDO(1)m, n A gives raise to a CWO
(1)
n+m WA (as in (11)), and also to a
CWO(2)n A
gA and a CWO(2)m AA
g, the diagonal entries in (WA)2. It turns
out that if Y=(k, f) is a generalized eigenfunction ofWA with generalized
eigenvalue l, then k is a generalized eigenfunction of AgA and f is a gen-
eralized eigenfunction of AAg, both with generalized eigenvalue l2. Con-
versely, if k is a generalized eigenfunction of AgA with generalized eigen-
value l2 ] 0, we can find generalized eigenfunctions f± of AAg also with
generalized eigenvalue l2, such that (k, f± ) is a generalized eigenfunction
ofWA with generalized eigenvalue ±l . (See Proposition 5.2.)
Definition 2.3. The generalized point spectrum of a classical wave
operator W is the set of all its generalized eigenvalues; it wil be denoted by
sgp(W).
Theorem 2.1. The generalized point spectrum of a classical wave opera-
torW is a subset of its spectrum. For a generalized eigenfunction k ofW with
generalized eigenvalue l, we have:
(i) If k is an L2-function, then k is an eigenfunction of W with eigen-
value l (i.e., k ¥D(W) andWk=lk).
(ii) If k is not an L2-function, then l is in the essential spectrum ofW.
Moreover, if W is partially elliptic, or W=WA as in (11) with AgA partially
elliptic, then the difference between its spectrum and generalized point spectrum
has zero spectral measure.
We have two immediate corollaries.
Corollary 2.1. Let W be a partially elliptic classical wave operator, or
let W=WA as in (11) with AgA partially elliptic. Then its spectrum is the
closure of its generalized point spectrum.
Corollary 2.2. Let W be a partially elliptic classical wave operator, or
let W=WA as in (11) with AgA partially elliptic. Let W be a Borel subset of
its spectrum. If every generalized eigenfunction with generalized eigenvalue
l ¥W is an L2-function, thenW has pure point spectrum in W.
Note that Corollary 2.2 is the result used in the proofs of Anderson
localization for classical waves in random media [8, 9, 14], which also
required the regularity property (26). (The analogous of Corollary 2.2 for
Schrödinger operators is used in [7, 10].) In [8, 9], such a result was erro-
neously taken as following directly from the results in [2].
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Simon [22] obtained the equivalent of Theorem 2.1 and its corollaries for
Schrödinger operators with singular potentials. Simon’s approach is based
on the study of the Schrödinger semigroup e−tH, H being the Schrödinger
operator, via the Feynman-Kac formula. His methods allow the treatment of
Schrödinger operators for which C.0 (R
d) is only a form core; thus he also
has a regularity condition in the definition of generalized eigenfunctions [22,
Theorem C.1.1]. Simon’s methods are not applicable to classical wave
operators.
3. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS:
GENERALITIES
In this section we derive a generalized eigenfunction expansion in the
framework of this article, in a form suitable for classical wave operators.
These results strengthen and extend the standard generalized eigenfunction
expansion, as in the books [2, 3].
Hypothesis I. T is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H with a
bounded inverse T−1.
The domain of T, D(T), equipped with the norm ||f||+=||Tf||, is a Hilbert
space, denoted byH+ . The Hilbert spaceH− is defined as the completion of
H in the norm ||k||−=||T−1k||. The sesquilinear form O, P on H+×H− ,
defined as the inner product in H for f ¥H+ , k ¥H, turns the spaces H+
and H− into conjugate duals of each other. The adjoint of an operator O
with respect to this duality will be denoted by O†, whereas the adjoint with
respect to the usual Hilbert space self-duality is given by Og.
By construction, H+ …H …H− , and the natural injections ı+:H+QH
and ı− :HQH− are continuous with dense range, with ı
†
+=ı− . The opera-
tors T+:H+QH and T− :HQH− , defined by T+=Tı+ , T−=ı−T on
D(T), are unitary with T−=T
†
+.
Hypothesis II. H is a self-adjoint operator onH, such that
D+={f ¥D(H) 5H+ : Hf ¥H+} (28)
is dense inH+ .
H+, defined by H+f=Hf for f ¥D+, is a closed densely defined operator
onH+ . The operatorH can be considered as an operator inH− . We have
Lemma 3.1. The operator H is closable, densely defined as an operator on
H− . IfH− denotes its closure inH− , we have
H−=H
†
+. (29)
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Proof. H is closable inH− since H …H†+. To prove (29), let k ¥D(H†+)
be such that, for all f ¥D(H),
0=Of, kP−+OHf, H
†
+kP− (30)
=Of, T−2kP+OHf, T−2H†+kP (31)
=Of, , T−2kP+OHf, Hg+T
−2kP, (32)
where we used H†+=T
2Hg+T
−2. Thus Hg+ T
−2k ¥D(H), and we have
HHg+ T
−2k=−T−2k. We conclude that HHg+ T
−2k ¥H+, and hence that
Hg+ T
−2k ¥D+ . Thus H+Hg+ T−2k=−T−2k. Since H+Hg+ is a positive
operator onH+ , we must have k=0. L
Definition 3.1. A generalized eigenfunction of H is defined as an
eigenfunction of the operator H− onH− : k ¥H− is a generalized eigenfunc-
tion of H with generalized eigenvalue l, if and only if k ¥D(H−) and
H−k=lk, i.e.,
OH+f, kP=lOf, kP for all f ¥D+ . (33)
An eigenfunction ofH is always a generalized eigenfunction.
Hypothesis III. D+ is an operator core forH.
Let (H−)H denote the restriction ofH− toH, i.e., (H−)H f=H−f on
D((H−)H)={f ¥D(H−) 5H : (H−)H f ¥H}. (34)
(Note thatH+=HH+ .)
Lemma 3.2. We have H=(H−)H if and only if D+ is an operator core for
H.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for k ¥D((H−)H), f ¥D+ ,
Of, H−kP=OH+f, kP=OHf, kP. (35)
If D+ is an operator core for H, we can conclude that k ¥D(H) and
Hk=H−k.
To prove the converse, let H+, 0 denote H+ as an operator on H. Let
k ¥D(Hg+, 0), we have
OH+f, kP=Of, H
g
+, 0 kP (36)
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for all f ¥D+ . Again using Lemma 3.1, we obtain k ¥D((H−)H),
(H−)H k=H
g
+, 0 k . Since H=(H−)H, we conclude that D+ is an operator
core forH. L
This lemma has an important immediate consequence.
Proposition 3.1. Assume Hypotheses I–III. Whenever a generalized
eigenfunction k of H is inH, it is also an eigenfunction of H: k ¥D(H) and
Hk=lk.
By E(W) we denote the spectral projections of the self-adjoint operator H
for Borel sets W. We use trH to denote the usual trace in H. If 1 [ q <.,
Tq(H) denotes the Banach space of bounded operators Y on H with
||Y||q=| trH |Y|q|
1
q <.; withTq,+(H) being the subset of positive operators.
Hypothesis IV. There exist a Borel set D and a bounded, continuous
function f, strictly positive on the spectrum ofH, such that
trH T−1E(D) f(H) T−1 <.. (37)
This implies
m(W)=trH T−1E(W 5 D) T−1 <., (38)
for all bounded Borel sets W. Thus WW T−1E(W 5 D) T−1 is a
T1,+(H)-valued Borel measure, and m is a spectral measure for the restric-
tion ofH to the Hilbert space E(D)H. (See Appendix C.)
The map y:B(H)QB(H+,H−), with y(C)=T−CT+ , is a Banach space
isomorphism, as T± are unitary operators. If 1 [ q <., we define
Tq(H+,H−)=y(Tq(H)); Tq,+(H+,H−)=y(Tq,+(H)). (39)
By construction,Tq(H+,H−), equipped with the norm ||B||q=||y−1(B)||q, is a
Banach space isomorphic to Tq(H), a separable dual Banach space.
Tq,+(H+,H−) is the subset of positive operators with respect to the pairing
betweenH+ andH− : Of, BfP \ 0 for f ¥H+.
For B ¥T1(H+,H−), we set
tr B=trHy−1(B)=trHT
−1
− BT
−1
+ . (40)
If {fn} is an orthonormal basis ofH+, we have
tr B=C
n
Ofn, BfnP. (41)
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Moreover, for B ¥T2(H+,H−), ||B||2 is the usual Hilbert-Schmidt norm:
||B||22=C
n
||Bfn ||
2
− . (42)
It follows that WW ı−E(W 5 D) ı+ is a T1,+(H+,H−)-valued measure,
with m(W)=tr ı−E(W 5 D) ı+ , as
tr ı−Cı+=trHT−1CT−1, if C ¥B(H) , T−1CT−1 ¥T1(H). (43)
Theorem 3.1. Assume Hypotheses I–IV. There exits a m-locally integrable
function P(l) from the real line intoT1,+(H+,H−), such that
ı−E(W 5 D) ı+=F
W
P(l) dm(l) for bounded Borel sets W, (44)
where the integral is the Bochner integral ofT1(H+,H−)-valued functions. The
function P(l) satisfies
tr P(l)=1 for m-a.e. l , (45)
P(l)=lim
d a 0
ı−E(Il, d 5 D) ı+
m(Il, d)
inT1(H+,H−), for m-a.e. l, (46)
where Il, d is the interval [l−d, l+d]. In addition, we have
ı−E(D) g(H) ı+=F g(l) P(l) dm(l), (47)
for all m-integrable, bounded, scalar Borel functions g.
Proof. In view of (38), it is a consequence of the Radon–Nikodym
Theorem (Theorem 0.4), that there exits a locally integrable function P(l)
from the real line into T1,+(H+,H−), such that (44) holds. According to
(@4) and (@5), the function P(l) satisfies (45) and (46). Using (44), and
taking limits of Borel step functions, we obtain (47). L
We will also use the following variant of Hypothesis IV.
Hypothesis IV2. There exist a Borel set D and a spectral measure m
for the restriction of H to the Hilbert space E(D)H, such that WW
ı−E(W 5 D) ı+ is aT2,+(H+,H−)-valued Borel measure, with the property that
for each compact interval I we have
||ı−E(W 5 D) ı+||2 [ CI m(W) for all Borel sets W … I, (48)
with CI <..
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Theorem 3.2. Assume Hypotheses I–III and IV2. There exists a m-locally
integrable function P(l) from the real line intoT2,+(H+,H−), such that
ı−E(W 5 D) ı+=F
W
P(l) dm(l) for bounded Borel sets W, (49)
where the integral is the Bochner integral ofT2(H+,H−)-valued functions. The
function P(l) is is m-locally bounded and given by
P(l)=lim
d a 0
ı−E(Il, d 5 D) ı+
m(Il, d)
inT2(H+,H−) , for m-a.e. l, (50)
where Il, d is the interval [l−d, l+d]. In addition, we have
ı−E(D) g(H) ı+=F g(l) P(l) dm(l), (51)
for all bounded, scalar Borel functions g with g(l)||P(l)||2 m-integrable.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using (48). L
It follows from either Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2 that the values of
the operator-valued Radon–Nikodym derivative P(l) are generalized
eigenprojectors, in a sense made precise in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Assume either Hypotheses I–IV or Hypotheses I–III and
IV2. Then, for almost every l ¥ D with respect to the spectral measure for H,
we have H−P(l)=lP(l), and P(l) f ¥H− is a generalized eigenfunction of H
with generalized eigenvalue l for any f ¥H+.
Proof. Using (46) or (50), Lemma 3.2, (47) or (51), and Lebesgue’s Dif-
ferentiation Theorem (Theorem 0.3), we obtain
lim
d a 0
H−
ı−E(Il, d 5 D)ı+
m(Il, d)
=lim
d a 0
ı−H
E(Il, d 5 D)
m(Il, d)
ı+=lP(l) (52)
in either T1(H+,H−) or T2(H+,H−), for almost every l ¥ D with respect to
the spectral measure for H. Since H− is closed by Lemma 3.1, it follows
from either (46) or (50) and (52), that ran P(l) …D(H−) and
H−P(l)=lP(l) for almost every l ¥ D with respect to the spectral measure
forH. L
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Corollary 3.2. Assume either Hypotheses I–IV or Hypotheses I–III and
IV2. Then, almost every l ¥ D with respect to the spectral measure for H is a
generalized eigenvalue ofH.
Corollary 3.2 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.1 and either (44)
or (49) .
4. SPACES AND OPERATORS
In this section we construct ‘‘extensions’’ and ‘‘restrictions" of classical
wave operators. Along the way we prove that a second order classical wave
operator has an operator core consisting of functions with compact support.
We start by introducing the following functional spaces:
• H(n)y =L
2(Rd, y(x)2dx; Cn), with y(x) \ 0 a locally bounded mea-
surable function; a Hilbert space whose norm and inner product will be
denoted by ||||y and O, Py.
• H(n)max=L
2
loc(R
d, dx; Cn), the space of Cn-valued, locally L2-functions
with the locally convex topology given by L2 convergence on bounded sets; a
Fréchet space (e.g., [19, Section V.2]).
• H(n)min=L
2
0(R
d, dx; Cn), the space of Cn-valued, L2-functions with
compact support; a complete locally convex space as the strict inductive limit
of the Hilbert spaces L2(Br, dx; Cn), Br … Rd being the ball of radius r
centered at the origin (e.g., [19, Section V.4]).
The spacesH(n)max andH
(n)
min are used to prove the existence of an operator
core of compactly supported functions for a CWO(2)n . To study generalized
eigenfunctions we use spacesH(n)a andH
(n)
1/a, where
a ¥ C1(Rd), with a(x) \ 1 and
Na
a
bounded . (53)
(In Section 5 we will take a(x)=(1+|x|2)p, p > 0.) Note that N(1/a)1/a =−
Na
a , so
it is also bounded. The sesquilinear form
Of, kP=F f(x) ·k(x) dx, (54)
defined for either f ¥H(n)min , k ¥H(n)max or f ¥H(n)a , k ¥H(n)1/a , turns H(n)min
and H(n)max, and H
(n)
a and H
(n)
1/a , into conjugate duals of each other. We
denote the adjoint of an operator O with respect to this duality by O†,
whereas the adjoint with respect to the usual Hilbert space self-duality in
H(n) is denoted by Og. (Unbounded operators on locally convex spaces are
discussed in Appendix B.) It is easy to see that
H(n)min …H(n)a …H(n) …H(n)1/a …H(n)max,
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the natural injections being continuous with dense range. Note H(n)=H(n)a
for a(x) — 1.
The following notation will be useful: Let Hi,Ki, i=1, 2, be locally
convex spaces, withH2 …H1 andK2 …K1, the natural injections being con-
tinuous. Given an operator C from H1 to K1, we will denote by CH2,K2 its
restriction to an operator fromH2 toK2, i.e.,
CH2,K2f=Cf on D(CH2,K2 )={f ¥D(C) 5H2 : Cf ¥K2} . (55)
Note that if C is a closed operator so is CH2,K2 . IfHi,=Ki, i=1, 2, we write
CH2 for CH2,H2 .
Given a CPDO(1)n, m D, we define Dmax as the closure of D|C.0 (Rd, Cn) as an
operator fromH(n)max intoH
(m)
max; its domain is given by
D(Dmax)={k ¥H(n)max : Dk ¥H(m)max in distributional sense}. (56)
From (3) and (56) we immediately see that D=(Dmax)H(n),H(m) . We define
Ds=(Dmax)H(n)s ,H(m)s , for s=min, a, 1/a ; they all have C
.
0 (R
d, Cn) as an
operator core. We similarly define Dgs , for s=min, a, 1/a,max.
A COn S, defined by multiplication by the matrix-valued measurable
function S(x) as in (9), is easily seen to be a bounded operator with a
bounded inverse inH(n)s , for all s=min, a, 1/a,max.
We now consider an MPDO(1)n, m A=RDS, and introduce closed densely
defined operators As fromH
(n)
s intoH
(m)
s , s=min, a, 1/a,max, by
As=RDsS on D(As)=S−1D(Ds); (57)
note that S−1C.0 (R
d, Cn) is an operator core for As. The same considerations
apply to Ags=SD
g
sR.
We use the notation 1/min=max, 1/max=min, and the ordering
min < a < 1 < 1/a <max. We have, for s, sŒ ¥ {min, a, 1, 1/a,max}, with
s < sŒ,
As=(AsŒ)H(n)s ,H(m)s , (58)
A†1/s=A
g
s=(A
g
sŒ)H(m)s ,H(n)s =(A
†
1/sŒ)H(m)s ,H(n)s . (59)
We also have, for s ¥ {min, a, 1, 1/a,max},
D(Amin)=D(As) 5H(n)min, (60)
D(A†max)=D(A
†
1/s) 5H(m)min. (61)
The following lemma is easily verifiable.
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Lemma 4.1. Let s ¥ {min, a, 1, 1/a,max}, then if r ¥ C1(Rd), with r and
Nr bounded, we have rk ¥D(As) for any k ¥D(As), and
Asrk=rAsk+RD[r] Sk, (62)
where D[r], given by multiplication by the matrix valued function
D(−iNr(x)), is a bounded operator fromH(n)s toH
(m)
s , with norm bounded by
D+||Nr||. .
We now turn our attention to the operators A†1/sAs=A
g
sAs on H
(n)
s ,
defined on their natural domains:
D(A†1/sAs)={f ¥H(n)s : f ¥D(As) andAsf ¥D(A†1/s)}. (63)
The following result is a generalization of interior estimates (e.g., [8, 9]).
Theorem 4.1. Let r ¥ C1(Rd) and y ¥ L.loc(Rd, dx), with 0 [ r(x) [ y(x)
and |Nr(x)| [ cy(x) a.e., where c is a finite constant. Then for any a > 0 we
can find b <., depending only on a and c, such that
||Amaxk||r [ a||A†minAmaxk||y+b||k||y, (64)
for any k ¥D(A†minAmax).
Proof. Let qL denote the characteristic function of the cube of side L
centered at the origin. We can find a sequence rL ¥ C1(Rd), with
qL(x) r(x) [ rL(x) [ qL+4d(x) r(x) and |NrL(x)| [ (c+1) y(x).
Now let k ¥D(A†minAmax); using Lemma 4.1 we have rLk ¥D(Amax) and,
since rLAmaxk ¥H(n)min ,
||Amaxk||
2
rL
=Or2LAmaxk, AmaxkP (65)
=OAminr
2
Lk, AmaxkP−2OrLR D[rL] Sk, AmaxkP (66)
=Or2Lk, A
†
minAmaxkP−2OR D[rL] Sk, rLAmaxkP (67)
[ ||k||y ||A†minAmaxk||y+c1 ||k||y ||Amaxk||rL , (68)
where c1 is a constant depending only on c. We may now let LQ.; (64)
follows from the resulting inequality plus the fact that 2rs [ tr2+1t s
2 for
r, s, t > 0. L
Let a be as in (53); applying Theorem 4.1 with r=y=s, where
s=a, 1/a, we can find a constant c <., such that
||Amaxk||s [ ||A†minAmaxk||s+c||k||s, (69)
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for any k ¥D(A†minAmax). Thus we obtain the second inclusion in
D(A†1/sAs) …D((A†minAmax)H(n)s ) …D(As), (70)
the first inclusion being evident. Hence we must have equality, so
A†1/sAs=(A
†
minAmax)H(n)s . Thus we have
A†1/sAs=(A
†
1/sŒAsŒ)H(n)s for s < sŒ ¥ {min, a, 1, 1/a,max}, (71)
since the case s=min follows immediately from (60) and (61).
Applying again Theorem 4.1, this time with r=rLs and y=qL+1s, where
rL ¥ C10(Rd), with qL(x) [ rL(x) [ qL+1(x) and NrL uniformly bounded in
L, we get that for any a > 0 we can find b <., independent of L, such that
||qLAmaxk||s [ a||qL+1A†minAmaxk||s+b||qL+1k||s, (72)
for any k ¥D(A†minAmax). From (72) with s=1 and the fact that Amax
and A†min are closed operators, we can conclude that A
†
minAmax is a closed
operator. Using (71), we have that A†1/sAs is a closed operator for
s=min, a, 1, 1/a,max.
We now show that
(A†1/sAs)
†=A†sA1/s for s ¥ {min, a, 1, 1/a,max}. (73)
It is immediate that A†sA1/s … (A†1/sAs)†. (For operators C1, C2, C1 … C2
means that D(C1) …D(C2) and C1=C2 on D(C1).) To prove the converse,
note that since AgA=(A†1/sAs)H(n) for s=1/a,max by (71), we have
(A†1/sAs)
† … ((AgA)†)H(n)1/s=(A
gA)H(n)1/s=A
†
sA1/s, (74)
so (A†1/sAs)
†=A†sA1/s for s=1/a,max. Since ((A
†
1/sAs)
†)†=A†1/sAs , we
also have (73) for s=min, a.
Since AgA is densely defined, it follows from (71) and (73) that A†1/sAs is
densely defined for s=min, a, 1, 1/a,max . In fact, we have more.
Lemma 4.2. The domain of A†maxAmin is an operator core for A
†
1/sAs, for
s=a, 1, 1/a.
Proof. Let Hs=A
†
1/sAs. If s=a, 1, 1/a, then H
(n)
s is a Hilbert space,
and Hs=H
†
1/s=(1/s
2) Hg1/s s
2, where Hg1/s is the adjoint of the closed,
densely defined operatorH1/s in the Hilbert spaceH
(n)
1/s .
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To show that D(Hmin) is an operator core for Hs, we need to show that
C(Hs) is the closure of C(Hmin) in H
(n)
s ×H
(n)
s . So let k ¥D(Hs) be such
that, for all f ¥D(Hmin),
0=Of, kPs+OHminf, HskPs (75)
=Of, s2kP+OHminf, s2HskP (76)
=Of, s2kP+OHminf, H
g
1/s s
2kP. (77)
ThusHg1/s s
2k ¥D(H†min), and, recallingHmax=H†min , we have
HmaxH
g
1/s s
2k=−s2k. (78)
But, since s2k, Hg1/s s
2k ¥H(n)1/s , we have Hg1/s s2k ¥D(H1/s) and
H1/sH
g
1/s s
2k=−s2k. Since H1/sH
g
1/s is a positive operator on H
(n)
1/s , we
must have k=0. L
We summarize our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2. A†1/sAs is a closed, densely defined operator on H
(n)
s , for
each s=min, a, 1, 1/a,max. We have A†1/sAs=(A
†
1/sŒAsŒ)Hs for s < sŒ, and
(A†1/sAs)
†=A†sA1/s. In addition, the domain of A
†
maxAmin is an operator core
for A†sAs, for s=a, 1, 1/a.
The following corollary is a nontrivial statement when AgA has non-
smooth coefficients.
Corollary 4.1. The functions in the domain of AgA with compact
support form an operator core.
Note that AgA is a local operator, in the sense that if k ¥D(AgA) and
k=0 in some open set W, then we must also have AgAk=0 in W. This
follows from the same property for A and Ag.
5. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS FOR
CLASSICAL WAVE OPERATORS
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1.
Let us set the weight a(x) in (53) to be
ap(x)=(1+|x|2)p, with p > 0, (79)
and simplify the notation by replacing ap and 1/ap in subscripts by + and
− , respectively. Thus
H(n)±=L
2(Rd, (1+|x|2) ±2p dx; Cn). (80)
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(These spaces depend on our choice of p > 0, but we omit p from the nota-
tion.) Note that H(n)− is the space of C
n-valued polynomially L2-bounded
functions that satisfy (24) with the same p as in (80). We use ||||± , O, P± for
the corresponding norms and inner products.
Theorem 5.1. Hypotheses I–III (Section 3) are satisfied for classical
wave operators W, with T being the operator given by multiplication by
(1+|x|2)p, p > 0. If W is a first order classical wave operator, W± are as in
(57). If W=AgA is a second order classical wave operator, we have
W+=A
†
−A+ andW−=A
†
+A− .
If the classical wave operator W is partially elliptic and p > d4 , Hypothesis
IV is also satisfied with D=R0{0}, so W has the generalized eigenfunction
expansion of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. If W=SDS is a first order classical wave operator, Hypotheses
I–III are satisfied, since S−1C.0 (R
d; Cn) …D+ and is an operator core for W,
andW± are as in (57). For a second order classical wave operatorW=AgA,
it follows from (71) and Theorem 4.2 that W+=A
†
−A+, a densely defined
operator , whose domain is an operator core for W. Thus Hypotheses I–III
of Section 3 are also satisfied in this case, and W−=A
†
+A− by (73) and
Lemma 3.1.
If the classical wave operator W is partially elliptic and p > d4 , Hypothesis
IV is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 L
It turns out that Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent to Definition 3.1,
for an appropriate choice of p > 0.
Proposition 5.1. A non-zero, Cn-valued polynomially L2-bounded function
k is a generalized eigenfunction of a classical wave operator W with general-
ized eigenvalue l if, and only if, k is an eigenfunction of W− with eigenvalue l
for some p > 0, i.e., k ¥D(W−) andW−k=lk.
Proof. If W=SDS is first order, (25) is equivalent to (33) for an appro-
priate choice of p > 0, since S−1C.0 (R
d; Cn) …D+ and is an operator core for
W.
If W=AgA is second order, it is easy to see that, for an appropriate
choice of p > 0, (26) is equivalent to k ¥D(A−), and (27) is equivalent to
A−k ¥D(A†+) with A†+A−k=lk. L
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a MPDO(1)m, n; fix p > 0. If Y=(k, f) ¥
H(n+m)− 5H(n)− ÀH(m)− is a generalized eigenfunction of WA with generalized
eigenvalue l, then k is a generalized eigenfunction of AgA and f is a general-
ized eigenfunction of AAg, both with generalized eigenvalue l2. Conversely, if
l ] 0 and k ¥H(n)− is a generalized eigenfunction of AgA with generalized
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eigenvalue l2, we can find generalized eigenfunctions f± ¥H(m)− of AAg also
with generalized eigenvalue l2, such that (k, f± ) is a generalized eigenfunction
of WA with generalized eigenvalue ±l . Moreover, if k ¥H(n), we also have
f± ¥H(m), so (k, f± ) ¥H(n+m).
We have the following relation for the generalized point spectra:
sgp(WA)={l ¥ C : l2 ¥ sgp(AgA)}. (81)
Proof. We use Proposition 5.1. It is easy to see that
(WA)−=r 0 Ag−
A− 0
s, (WA)2−=rAg−A− 0
0 A−A
g
−
s. (82)
If Y=(k, f) ¥D((WA)−), with (WA)−Y=lY, we have Y ¥D((WA)2−),
(WA)
2
−Y=l
2Y, i.e., k ¥D(Ag−A−), Ag−A−k=l2k, and f ¥D(A−Ag−),
A−A
g
−f=l
2f.
Conversely, let l ] 0 and k ¥D(Ag−A−), with Ag−A−k=l2k. Set
f±=±
1
l A−k. Then f± ¥D(A
g
−), so Y±=(k, f± ) ¥D((WA)−) and we can
check that (WA)−Y±=±lY± . Moreover, if k ¥H(n), we have k ¥D(AgA)
by (71), so k ¥D(A). Thus f± ¥H(m) by (58).
The relation (81) follows. L
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. In view of Theorem 5.1 and
Proposition 5.1, Theorem 2.1(i) follows from Proposition 3.1.
To prove Theorem 2.1(ii): it follows from Proposition 5.1 and Theorem
0.1 that it suffices to show that, if l ] 0 is an eigenvalue of W− with a corre-
sponding eigenfunction k ¨H(n), then l is in the essential spectrum of W. In
view of Proposition 5.2, it is enough to consider the case when W is a first
order classical wave operator, sayW=SDS.
So let k ¥D(W−), W−k=lk. We pick a sequence rL ¥ C.0 (Rd), such that
qL(x) [ rL(x) [ qL+1(x) (qL denotes the characteristic function of the cube
of side L centered at the origin) and supL ||NrL ||. <., and set kL=rLk; it
follows from Lemma 4.1 and (58) that kL ¥D(W), and
WkL=rLW−k+SD[rL] Sk=lkL+SD[rL] Sk. (83)
Since ||kL || \ ||qLk||, it follows from (83) that
||(W−l) kL ||
||kL ||
[ C
||(qL+1−qL) k||
||qLk||
=C(
||qL+1k||2
||qLk||2
−1)
1
2 , (84)
where C is a finite constant.
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Using an argument of Sch’nol (see [22, Theorem C.4.1]), we can show
that the polynomial boundedness of k implies
lim inf
LQ.
||qL+1k||
||qLk||
=1. (85)
Theorem 2.1(ii) now follows from Weyl’s criterion.
It follows from (i) and (ii) that the generalized point spectrum of a classi-
cal wave operator is a subset of its spectrum: sgp(W) … s(W).
If the classical wave operator W is partially elliptic, we can use Corollary
3.2 to conclude that s(W)0sgp(W) has zero spectral measure.
If W=WA as in (11) with AgA partially elliptic, we also conclude that
s(W)0sgp(W) has zero spectral measure from (81), (21), (20), and the result
for AgA.
Theorem 2.1 is proved.
6. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS OF
CLASSICAL WAVES
Finite energy classical waves are the solutions of the classical wave equa-
tion (14) in the Hilbert space (kerWA) +=P
+
WA
H(n+m); they are of the form
Yt=e itWAP
+
WA
F0, F0 ¥H(n+m). (86)
If the first order classical wave operatorWA is partially elliptic, the second
order classical wave operators (WA)2, AgA and AAg are also partially ellip-
tic, so they all have generalized eigenfunction expansions given by Theorems
5.1 and 3.1. In particular, if p > d4 , mWA given by (38) is a spectral measure
for (WA)+ , we have generalized eigenprojectors PWA (l) as in Theorem 3.1
and Corollary 3.1, and it follows from (47) that a finite energy classical wave
Yt, as in (86), has an expansion in generalized eigenfunctions:
Yt=lim
jQ.
F
(−j, j)
e itlPWA (l) F0 dmWA (l) inH
(n+m)
− . (87)
It may happen that AgA is partially elliptic with WA and AAg not being
partially elliptic, as discussed in Remark 1.3. It turns out that we still have
generalized eigenfunction expansions for WA and AAg, and an expansion
similar to (87).
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a MPDO(1)n, m with A
gA partially elliptic, and let
mAgA be the spectral measure for (AgA)+ given by (38) with D=R0{0}. Then
Hypothesis IV2 (Section 3) is satisfied by AAg and WA with D=R0(−e, e),
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for any e > 0, and spectral measure m=mAgA for (AAg)+ and m(W)=
mAgA(W2) for (WA)+ , with T being the operator given by multiplication by
(1+|x|2)p, p > d4 . Thus AA
g and WA have the generalized eigenfunction
expansion of Theorem 3.2. In particular, if PAgA(l) is as in Theorem 3.1, we
have
ı−EAAg(W) ı+=F
W
1
l
A−PAgA(l) A
g
+ dmAgA(l), (88)
and
ı−EWA (W) ı+=
1
2
F
W
r PAgA(l2) 1l PAgA(l2) Ag+
1
l
A−PAgA(l2)
1
l2
A−PAgA(l2) A
g
+
s dmAgA(l2), (89)
for all bounded Borel sets W with 0 ¨ W¯, as Bochner integrals in the Hilbert
spacesT2(H
(m)
+ ,H
(m)
− ) andT2(H
(n+m)
+ ,H
(n+m)
− ).
Proof. If H is a self-adjoint operator, we denote by E +H (W) the spectral
projections ofH+ on (kerH) + . It follows from (18) that
E +AAg(W)=A(A
gA)−
1
2+ E
+
AgA(W)(A
gA)−
1
2+ A
g, (90)
on an the domain of Ag. Similarly, it follows from (20) that
E +WA (W)
=U{E +`AgA
(W+)À E +`AgA (W−)}U
g
=
1
2
r {E +`AgA (W+)+E +`AgA (W−)} {E +`AgA (W+)−E +`AgA (W−)} Ug
U{E +`AgA
(W+)−E
+
`AgA
(W−)} U{E
+
`AgA
(W+)+E
+
`AgA
(W−)} Ug
s,
(91)
where W±=(±W) 5 (0,.). Note that
E +`AgA
(W± )=E
+
AgA(W
2
± ) (92)
In addition, we have
UE +`AgA
(W± )=A(AgA)
−12+ E
+
AgA(W
2
± ). (93)
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Since AgA is partially elliptic, we have
ı−EAgA(W0{0}) ı+ ¥T1(H+,H−)
for any bounded Borel set W. Let W … [h, G] with 0 < h [ G <.. We have,
using the estimate (69) and the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, that
||ı−A(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)ı+||2=||A− ı−(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)ı+||2
[ (G 12+ch−12) ||ı−EAgA(W)ı+||2
[ (G 12+ch−12) ||ı−EAgA(W)ı+||1
=(G
1
2+ch−
1
2) mAgA(W), (94)
so we can conclude that ı−A(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)ı+ ¥T2(H(n)+ ,H(m)− ). Moreover,
the same argument shows that
||ı−A(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)(AgA)−
1
2Agı+||2
[ (G 12+ch−12) ||ı−EAgA(W)(AgA)−
1
2Agı+||2
=(G
1
2+ch−
1
2) ||ı−A(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)ı+||2
[ (G 12+ch−12)2||ı−EAgA(W)ı+||1
=(G
1
2+ch−
1
2)2mAgA(W), (95)
so we also conclude that
ı−A(AgA)−
1
2EAgA(W)(AgA)−
1
2Agı+ ¥T2(H(m)+ ,H(m)− ).
Since any spectral measure for (AgA)+ is also a spectral measure for
(AAg)+ by (18), mAgA is a spectral measure for (AAg)+ . It now follows from
(90) and (95) that Hypothesis IV2 is satisfied by AAg with D=R0(−e, e), for
any e > 0, and spectral measure mAgA. We can thus apply Theorem 3.2 to
obtain (88).
We now turn to the first order wave operatorWA. Using (91)-(95), we get
that ı−EWA (W) ı+ ¥T2(H
(n+m)
+ ,H
(n+m)
− ) for all bounded Borel sets W with
0 ¨ W¯. Moreover, the measure n`AgA, given by
dn`AgA(l)=
˛dmAgA(l2) if l > 0
0 if l [ 0,
(96)
is a spectral measure for (`AgA )+ . It then follows from (20) that the
measure nWA , defined by dnWA (l)=dmAgA(l
2), is a spectral measure for
(WA)+ . Thus Hypothesis IV2 is satisfied byWA with D=R0(−e, e), for any
e > 0, and spectral measure nWA . Applying Theorem 3.2, we get (89). L
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Remark 6.1. We have explicit bounds on the T2-valued Radon–
Nikodym derivatives in (88) and (89). Proceeding as in (94), and using
Corollary 3.1, we get
||A−PAgA(l) ||2 [ (|l|+c) ||PAgA(l)||2 [ (|l|+c). (97)
Similarly, as in (95), we obtain
||A−PAgA(l) A
g
+||2 [ (|l|+c) ||PAgA(l) Ag+||2
=(|l|+c) ||A−PAgA(l)||2 [ (|l|+c)2||PAgA(l)||2 [ (|l|+c)2.
(98)
Remark 6.2. If AgA is partially elliptic, a finite energy classical wave Yt,
as in (86), has an expansion in generalized eigenfunctions:
Yt=lim
jQ.
F
(−j, j)
1
2
e itl r PAgA(l2) 1l PAgA(l2) Ag+
1
l
A−PAgA(l2)
1
l2
A−PAgA(l2) A
g
+
s F0 dmAgA(l2) (99)
inH(n+m)− .
Remark 6.3. If both AgA and AAg are partially elliptic, or equivalently,
if the first order classical wave operator WA is partially elliptic (see Remark
1.2), the operators AAg and WA have generalized eigenfunction expansions
given by Theorem 3.1. Since AgA is partially elliptic, they also have the
expansions given in Theorem 6.1. Comparing these expansions, we conclude
that
PAAg(l)=
1
l
1dmAAg
dmAgA
(l)2−1A−PAgA(l) Ag+ (100)
for mAgA-a.e. l, and
PWA (l)=11+dmAAgdmAgA (l2)2
−1 r PAgA(l2) 1l PAgA(l2) Ag+
1
l
A−PAgA(l2)
1
l2
A−PAgA(l2) A
g
+
s (101)
for m(2)AgA-a.e. l, with dm
(2)
AgA(l)=dmAgA(l
2).
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7. PROOF OF THE TRACE ESTIMATE
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. Note that it suffices to prove (22)
for r=n and, since
tr(VgP +W (W+I)
−2r V)=tr(P +W (W+I)
−r VVgP +W (W+I)
−r), (102)
and the constant on the right-hand-side of (22) is tranlation invariant, we
need only to consider the case when V is multiplication by the scalar func-
tion qa — q0, a with a=1.
Tha partially elliptic CWO(2)n W is of the form A
gA, where A=RDS is an
MPDO(1)n, m with D partially elliptic. Thus there exists a CPDO
(1)
n, q D
+ , as in
Definition 1.2. Let us define the operators
B=D +S−1, H=AgA+BgB, R=(H+I)−1. (103)
Note that, because of (6) and (7),
H(n)=ker AÀ ker B, H=(AgA)+ À (BgB)+ , (104)
soH is a self-adjoint operator. In addition,
P +W (W+I)
−2r=P +W (H+I)
−2r. (105)
Thus, if we establish an estimate on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the form
||Rnq1 ||2 [ Cd, n, S± , R± , D+, D ++ , U <., (106)
the theorem follows. Here and on what follows Ca, b, ..., denotes a constant
depending only on a, b, ....
We first prove the analogous result on the torus La=[−
a
2 ,
a
2]
d and then
carry it over to Rd. We set H(n)a =L
2(La, dx; Cn). A CPDO
(1)
n, mD defines a
closed densely defined operator Da fromH
(n)
a toH
(m)
a with periodic bound-
ary condition; an operator core is given by C.per(La, C
n), the infinitely differ-
entiable, periodic Cn-valued functions on La. The restriction of a COn S to
La gives the bounded, invertible operator Sa onH
(n)
a .
Thus we define the restrictions Aa=RaDaSa, Ba=D
+
a S
−1
a of the operators
A, B to the torus, and set
Ha=A
g
aAa+B
g
aBa, Ra=(Ha+I)
−1. (107)
As before,Ha is a self-adjoint operator on L2(La, dx; Cn), since the kernels of
Aa and Ba are mutually orthogonal.
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Lemma 7.1. If p > d2 , we have
tr Rpa [ Cd, n, R− , S± , U, a, p <.. (108)
Proof. First we notice that the lemma is valid for −Da, the Laplacian on
the torus with periodic boundary conditions. Namely, using the Fourier
series representation for L2(La), we find
tr((−Da+I)−p)= C
k ¥ 2pa Z
d
(1+|k|2)−p <.. (109)
In what follows,we write F4 G if the positive self-adjoint operators F and
G are unitarily equivalent, and we write FQ G if F4 J for some positive self-
adjoint operator J [ G.
Recall that if C is a closed, densely defined operator on a Hilbert space,
we always have (CgC)+ 4 (CCg)+ (as in (18)). Thus,
(Ha)+=(SaD
g
aR
2
aDaSa)+ À (S−1a D + *a D +a S−1a )+
\ (R2−SaDgaDaSa)+ À (S−1a D + *a D +a S−1a )+
4 (R2−DaS2aDga )+ À (D +a S−2a D + *a )+
\ (S2−R2−DaDga )+ À (S−2+ D +a D + *a )+
4 (S2−R2−DgaDa)+ À (S−2+ D + *a D +a )+
\min(S2−R2− , S−2+ ) [(DgaDa)+ À (D + *a D +a )+ ]
\ Umin(S2−R2− , S−2+ )(−Da é In)+ , (110)
where we used (5) to obtain the last inequality.
If E and F are (not necessarily closed) subspaces of some Hilbert space
with E …F, by codimF(E) we denote the dimension of the orthogonal
complement of E inF. Again using (5), we obtain
dim(kerHl)=codimker A*l Al (ran B
g
l Bl)
=codimS−1a ker Da (S
−1
a (ran D
+ *
a ))=codimker Da (ran D
+ *
a )
=codimker D*aDa (ran D
+ *
a D
+
a )=dim(ker(D
g
aDa+D
+ *
a D
+
a ))
=dim(ker(−Da é In))=n. (111)
Combining (110) and (111), we obtain
Hl R CR− , S± , U(−Da é In), CR− , S± , U > 0. (112)
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If 0 [ FQ G, then trf(G) [ trf(F), for any positive, decreasing function
f on [0,.). Thus, the lemma follows from (109) and (112). L
To make the connection between the torus La and Rd, for any positive
integer q, let ıa: L2(La, dx; Cq)Q L2(Rd, dx; Cq) be the isometry that extends
functions from La to Rd by setting them equal to zero outside La. (We omit q
from the notation.) Its adjoint, ıga , is the partial isometry that restricts square
integrable functions on Rd to La, i.e.,
ıga ıa=I, ıaı
g
a=qa. (113)
Given a real-valued function f ¥ C.0 (Rd), wth supp f … LaŒ, a − < a, we do
not distinguish in the notation between f as a multiplication operator on the
torus La and on the whole space. If D is a CPDO
(1)
n, m , we can verify that
Dıaf=ıaDaf on D(Da). (114)
It follows that, if Y is aMPDO(1)n, m , we have
Yıaf=ıaYaf on D(Ya). (115)
We let
A(f)=RD[f] S, B(f)=D +[f] S−1, (116)
where D[f], D +[f] are as in Lemma 4.1. Thus A(f) and B(f) are bounded
operators given by multiplication by matrix-valued, measurable functions,
with
||A(f)|| [D+R+S+ ||Nf||., ||B(f)|| [D ++ S−1− ||Nf||.. (117)
We denote by Aa(f) and Ba(f) the corresponding restrictions to the torus La;
they also satisfy the bounds (117). Furthermore, we set, with X standing for
either A or B,
FXa (f)=`R X(f)g ıa(Xa `Ra)−(X`R)g ıaXa(f)`Ra,
F1 Xa (f)=`RaXa(f)g (Xa `Ra)−(Xa `Ra)gXa(f)`Ra,
Fa(f)=F
A
a (f)+F
B
a (f), F1a(f)=F1
A
a (f)+F1
B
a (f). (118)
It is easy to see that
||X`R || [ 1, ||Xa `Ra || [ 1, (119)
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so
||FXa (f)|| [ CR+, S± , D+, D ++ ||Nf||.. (120)
In addition, it follows from Lemma 7.1 that if p > d we have
||F1 Xa (f)||p [ Cd, n, R± , S± , U, a, p ||Nf||.. (121)
Lemma 7.2. Let f ¥ C.0 (Rd) be real-valued with supp f … LaŒ, a − < a. Then
Rf=ıafRaı
g
a+`R Fa(f)`Raıga . (122)
Proof. Because of (113) and fqa=f, equation (122) is the same as
Rfıa=fıaRa+`R Fa(f)`Ra. (123)
To prove (123), let u ¥ L2(Rd, dx; Cn) and v ¥ L2(La, dx; Cn). We compute,
as in [8, Lemma 24],
Ou, (Rfıa−fıaRa) vP=OfRu, ıa(Ha+I) RavP−O(H+I) Ru, fıaRavP
=OfRu, ıaHaRavP−OHRu, fıaRavP. (124)
For X=A or B, we may use Lemma 4.1 (which is valid also on the torus)
and (115) twice to obtain
OfRu, ıaX
g
aXaRavP
=ORu, ıaX
g
a fXaRavP+ORu, ıaXa(f)
gXaRavP
=OXRu, ıafXaRavP+ORu, X(f)g ıaXaRavP
=OXRu, ıaXafRavP−OXRu, ıaX(f) RavP+ORu, X(f)g ıaXaRauP
=OXgXRu, fıaRavP+Ou,`R FXa (f)`RavP. (125)
The identity (123) now follows from (124) and (125). L
Lemma 7.3. Let f, k ¥ C.0 (Rd) be real-valued with supp f, supp k … LaŒ,
a − < a, with k=1 on supp f. Then
`R Fa(f)=ıak`RaF1a(f)+`R Fa(k) F1a(f). (126)
Proof. We observe that
D(R
1
2
a)=D(Aa) 5D(Ba) ‡ ıgak (D(A) 5D(B))=ıgak ran R
1
2 .
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Thus, R−1/2a ı
g
akR
1/2 is a closed, everywhere defined operator, hence it is
bounded, and so is its adjoint R1/2kıaR
−1/2
a . Furthermore, we note that
supp f 5 supp Nk=” and suppX(f) … supp Nf … supp f, for X=A or B.
From this we conclude
kX(f)=X(f), X(f)gXk=X(f)gX. (127)
Using the definitions (118), we get
FXa (f)=R
1
2kX(f)g ıa(XaR
1
2
a)−(X(f)
gXkR
1
2)g ıaR
1
2
a
=(R
1
2kıaR
1
2
a) F1a(f). (128)
We now apply Lemma 7.2 in the form (123), obtaining
R
1
2Fa(f)=(RkıaR
1
2
a) F1a(f)=(kıaR
1
2
a+R
1
2Fa(k)) F1a(f), (129)
which proves proves the lemma. L
We may now finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. We pick r ¥ C.0 (Rd), posi-
tive with supp r … L1
2
and >r(x) dx=1, and set fj=r*qj+12 for j > 0; note
that fj ¥ C.0 (Rd) and qj [ fj [ qj+1.
Let 0 < a+y < L, where y is a positive integer. Applying (122) and then
iterating (126) y−1 times, we get
Rqa=[Rfa] qa=ıLfaRLı
g
Lqa+[`R FL(fa)]`RL ıgLqa (130)
=ıLfaRLı
g
Lqa+ıLfa+1 `RL F1L(fa)`RL ıgLqa
+[`R FL(fa+1)]F1L(fa)`RL ıgLqa (131)
x x
=3 ıLfaRLıgLqa+Cy−1
k=1
ıLfa+k `RL D
0
j=k−1
F1L(fa+j)`RL ıgLqa 4
+`R FL(fa+y−1)F1L(fa+y−2)...F1L(fa)`RL ıgLqa (132)
—C(y, L)a +X(y, L)a . (133)
The last line defines the operators C(y, L)a and X
(y, L)
a on L
2(Rd, dx; Cn). Note
that
C(y, L)a =qa+yC
(y, L)
a . (134)
Moreover, it follows from (108), (120), and (121) that
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||C(y, L)a ||p [ Cd, n, R± , S± , D+, D ++ , U, L, a, y, p <., if p >
d
2
, (135)
||X(y, L)a ||q [ Cd, n, R± , S± , D+, D ++ , U, L, a, y, q <., if q >
d
y
. (136)
These constants also depend on our choice of the function r, but we fixed r
once for all, so we omit the dependence.
We now let 0 < a+hy < L, where y and h are positive integers. Applying
(133) and (134) successively h times, we obtain
Rhqa=Rh−1(X
(y, L)
a +C
(y, L)
a )=R
h−1X(y, L)a +R
h−2[Rqa+y] C
(y, L)
a
=Rh−1X(y, L)a +R
h−2X(y, L)a+y C
(y, L)
a +R
h−2C(y, L)a+y C
(y, L)
a
x x (137)
=Rh−1X(y, L)a +C
h
j=2
Rh−j X(y, L)a+(j−1) y D
0
r=j−2
C(y, L)a+ry
+C(y, L)a+(h−1) yC
(y, L)
a+(h−2) y · · ·C
(y, L)
a .
Let us choose y=[[d2]], where [[x]] denotes the the smallest integer
bigger than x, and h=n — [[d4]]. It then follows from (135), (136) and (137)
that
||Rnqa ||2 [ Cd, n, R± , S± , D+, D ++ , U, L, a <.. (138)
If we now take a=1, L=[[d2]] [[d4]]+2, the desired estimate (106)
follows from (138). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
APPENDIX A
The Bottom of the Spectrum
Theorem A.1. Let W be a classical wave operator. The bottom of the
spectrum ofW+ is at 0, soW+ andW have the same spectrum.
Lemma A.1. Let H0 be a self-adjoint operator with a gap (0, c) in its
spectrum, and let H=QH0Q, where Q is a strictly positive, bounded operator,
say 0 < Q− [Q [Q+ for some constants Q± . Then (0, cQ2−) is a gap in the
spectrum ofH.
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Proof. Let l > 0, m ¥ (0, c). Then
H−l=Q(H0−m) Q+(mQ2−l) (A.1)
=Q(I+(m−lQ−2)(H0−m)−1)(H0−m) Q.
We fix m=c2 , so ||(H0−
c
2 )
−1|| [ 2c . Since Q is invertible with a bounded
inversee, it suffices to show that
>1 c
2
−lQ−221H0− c22−1>< 1 (A.2)
for l ¥ (0, cQ2−) . But for such l we have
−
c
2
<
c
2
−lQ−2− [
c
2
−lQ−2 [
c
2
−lQ−2+ <
c
2
, (A.3)
so (A.2) follows. L
We may now prove Theorem 0.1. In view of (12) and (18), it suffices to
consider the case of a first order classical wave operator W=SDS. In this
case 0 is in the spectrum of W+ if and only if W has no spectral gap of the
form (−c, c), and it follows from Lemma 0.4 that we can takeW=D.
Thus it suffices to show that 0 is in the spectrum of D+ . For r > 0, let us
define
jr(x)=rd/2j(rx) (A.4)
for any vector-valued measurable function j(x) on Rd. Note that ||jr ||2=
||j||2. Let us pick k ¥D(D) 5 (ker D) + , with ||k||=1. It is easy to see that
kr ¥D(D) 5 (ker D) + , ||kr ||=1, and Dkr=r(Dk)r . Thus limrQ 0 Dkr=0 in
H(m), so we can use Weyl’s criterion to conclude that that 0 is in the spec-
trum of D+ .
Theorem A.1 is proved.
APPENDIX B
Operators on Locally Convex Spaces
In this appendix we review some basic facts about unbounded operators
on locally convex spaces.
Let E and F be locally convex spaces. An operator C from E to F is a
linear mapping from D(C) to F, the domain D(C) being a linear subspace
of E. C is densely defined if D(C) is dense in E. C is closed if its graph, C(C)
={(f, Cf): f ¥D(C)}, is closed in E×F. C is closable if C(C)=C(C) for
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a (necessarily unique) operator C from E to F, the closure of C, i.e., if
C(C) 5 {0}×F={(0, 0)}.
We set JE,F: E×FQF×E to be the isomorphism given by
JE,F(f, k)=(−k, f); note JE,FJF, E=−IE×F.
We say that two locally convex spaces E± form a dual pair, if there exists
a sesquilinear form O, P on E+×E− , which turns E± into the duals of each
other. (Example: E+=L
2
0(R
d, dx; Cq) and E−=L
2
loc(R
d, dx; Cq) as in Section
4, with the sesquilinear form given in (54).)
Let E± be a dual pair. Given S … E+ we set
S +={k ¥ E− : Of, kP=0 for all f ¥ S}. (B.1)
It is easy to see that S + is closed and S +=S¯ + .
Proposition B.1. Let V be a linear subspace of E+, then V¯=(V + ) + .
Proof. We can assume that V is closed. Obviously, V … (V + ) + . To see
the converse, let f ¥ E+, f ¨ V. According to the Hahn-Banach Theorem,
there exists k ¥ E− , such that Of, kP ] 0 but OfŒ, kP=0 for all fŒ ¥ V. Thus
k ¥ V + , hence f ¨ (V + ) + . L
Let us consider dual pairs E± and F± ; note that E± ×F± also forms a
dual pair. Let C be a densely defined operator from E− to F− . Its adjoint,
C†, is defined as the operator fromF+ to E+ with domain
D(C†)={k ¥F+: f ¥D(C)W Ok, CfP is continuous}, (B.2)
with C†k, f ¥D(C†), being the unique element of E+ such that
OC†k, fP=Ok, CfP for all f ¥D(C). It follows that
C(C†)=(JE− ,F−C(C))
+=JE+,F+C(C)
+ (B.3)
The following theorem is identical to the familiar result for operators in
Hilbert spaces (e.g., [19, Theorem VIII.1]).
Theorem B.1. Let E± and F± be dual pairs of locally convex spaces, and
let C be a densely defined operator from E− toF− . Then:
(i) C† is closed.
(ii) C is closable if and only if C† is densely defined, in which case
C¯=(C†)†.
(iii) If C is closable, then C¯†=C†.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from (B.3).
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To prove (ii), note that if C is not closable, we can find f ¥F− , f ] 0,
such that (0, f) ¥C(C), so (f, 0) ¥C(C†) + by (B.3) and Proposition B.1.
Thus Og, fP=0 for all g ¥D(C†), hence C† is not densely defined.
On the other hand, if C† is not densely defined, it follows from the
Hahn–Banach Theorem that there is f ¥F− , f ] 0, such that Og, fP=0
for all g ¥D(C†). Thus (f, 0) ¥C(C†) + , so (0, f) ¥C(C) by (B.3) and Prop-
osition B.1.
Thus, if C is closable, we get from (B.3) that
C((C†)†)=(JF+, E+C(C
†)) +=(JF+, E+JE+,F+C(C)
+ ) + (B.4)
=(C(C) + ) +=C(C)=C(C¯). (B.5)
To finish the proof, it suffices to note that (iii) follows from (ii). L
APPENDIX C
Bochner Integrals and Vector Valued Measures
In this appendix, we summarize some results of the theory of Bochner
integrals and vector valued Borel measures [5]. We briefly discuss the
Radon–Nikodym Theorem and Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem. All
results are true for Borel measures in Rd. For the sake of simplicity, every-
thing is stated for the real line, R.
Let B be a separable Banach space. A function f(l): RQB is said to be
weakly Borel measurable if l(f(l)) is Borel measurable, for any l ¥Bg. f is
said to be strongly Borel measurable if it is the pointwise limit of a sequence
of finitely valued Borel step functions. Since B is separable, strong measur-
ability and weak measurability are equivalent. Hence, such a function is
simply called measurable. If f(l) is measurable, then so is ||f(l)||.
Let m be a positive Borel measure on R. A Borel measurable, B-valued
function f(l) is called integrable if ||f(l)|| is integrable. Then, there exists a
sequence fn(l) of finitely valued Borel step functions such that
lim
nQ.
F ||f(l)−fn(l)|| dm(l)=0.
The norm limit
F f(l) dm(l)= lim
nQ.
F fn(l) dm(l) (C.1)
exists and is independent of the sequence fn; it is called the Bochner integral.
A Borel measurable, B-valued function f(l) is said to be locally integrable if
||f(l)|| is locally integrable.
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Let Il, d denote the closed interval [l−d, l+d]. The separability of B
allows to prove Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem for vector valued func-
tions using the same result for scalar valued functions (e.g., [5, Theorem 9,
p. 49]):
Theorem C.1 (Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem). If f(l) is a
B-valued, m-locally integrable function, then
lim
d a 0
1
m(Il, d)
F
Il, d
||f(lŒ)−f(l)|| dm(lŒ)=0 for m-a.e. l. (C.2)
A B-valued Borel measure on R is a countably additive set function E(W),
defined on the family of bounded Borel subsets of R and taking its values in
B. E(W) is said to be of local bounded variation if the positive set function
||E(W)|| is of bounded variation in any bounded Borel subset of R. E(W) is
said to be absolutely continuous with respect to a Borel measure m if
E(W)=0 whenever m(W)=0. If B is a separable dual space, one has the
Radon–Nikodym Theorem [5, Theorem 1, p. 79].
If H is a separable Hilbert space, then Tp(H), the Banach space of
bounded operators S on H with ||S||p=(tr |S|p)
1
p <., is a separable dual
space for 1 [ p <.. LetTp,+(H) denote the positive operators inTp(H). If
p=1 and E(W) is a T1,+(H)-valued Borel measure on R, then E(W) is of
local bounded variation, m(W)=tr E(W) is a positive Borel measure, and E
is absolutely continuous with respect to m. For Tp,+(H)-valued Borel mea-
sures we can state the Radon–Nikodym theorem as follows (see also [2,
Theorem 1.1 on page 321], [3, Theorem 1.1, p. 187]):
Theorem C.2. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and 1 [ p <.. If
E(W) is aTp,+(H)-valued Borel measure on R, of local bounded variation, and
absolutely continuous with respect to a positive Borel measure m on R, there
exists a m-locally integrable, Tp,+(H)-valued function
dE
dm on R, the Radon–
Nikodym derivative, such that
E(W)=F
W
dE
dm
(l) dm(l) for any bounded Borel set W. (C.3)
If p=1, E(W) is always of local bounded varation and, if m(W)=tr E(W),
the Radon–Nikodym derivative satisfies
tr
dE
dm
(l)=1 for m-a.e. l . (C.4)
Using Theorems C.1 and C.2, we obtain
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Corollary C.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 0.4, the Radon–
Nikodym derivative is given by
dE
dm
(l)=lim
d a 0
E(Il, d)
m(Il, d)
for m-a.e. l , (C.5)
where the limit is inTp(H).
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